
Successful enterprises in investment inducement from the Venture
Investment Roadshows held by SMBA in non-capital spheres starting in
2009 are emerging continuously. The roadshows were designed to
stimulate the investment of venture capital in regional small &
medium-sized venture firms. 

According to SMBA, 61 venture companies held IR presentation
sessions at seven Venture Investment Roadshows in 2009, 10 among
them received a total of 38.45 billion
won in investments from 17 venture
capitals as of June 7 this year. 

The roadshows were held in the
Gangwon-Chungcheong Sphere (Mar.
13); Daegu-Gyeongbuk Sphere (Apr.
16); Honam-Jeju Sphere (May 21);
Busan-Ulsan-Gyeongnam Sphere (June
18), Chungbuk Sphere (Sept. 22); and
Gyeongnam Sphere (Nov. 18). 

The average business history of the
10 companies that successfully
induced investment was 6.6 years,
while three companies in the initial
business stage (within 3 years after
start-up) received 3.1 billion won in
investments. 

As venture firms in Daegu, Busan and
Gwangju successfully induced
investments for diverse business types,
LED, electronic parts, medicines, software, etc., led by the
Chungcheong Sphere, the roadshows provided regional companies
with substantial investment inducement opportunities. 

With venture investment, which had stagnated in the aftermath of
the financial crisis in 2008, showing a recovery trend in 2009 to the
level of prior to the crisis, investments in regional enterprises has
increased. Therefore, it is appraised that the Venture Investment
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Investment Ratio of Non-Capital Sphere Regions ('07~'09) 
(Unit: 100 mil. won, %)

Investment Inducement Results of IR Companies
from 2009 Venture Investment Roadshows

IR Cos. VC Investment- Ratio Induced
(A) Induced Cos. (B/A) Amount
61 10 16.4% 38.45 bil. won

Category '07 '08 '09
Total Investment (A) 9,917 7,247 8,671
Non-Capital Sphere 2,468 1,589 2,473

Investment (B)
Ratio (B/A) 24.6 21.9 28.5

(Continued on p7)
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Focus

Korea has suggested "Green Initiative" as the SME innovation drive theme for APEC
economies. The suggestion came during the 2010 APEC SME Innovation Seminar, hosted by
the APEC Innovation Center, which was established in 2006 at the SMBA's initiative, on June
7 in Hong Kong, China.

The Korean side based its green initiative on the importance of the renewable energy
sector as a green growth strategy emerges as a key solution to twin global tasks --
combating climate change and identifying new growth engines.

Attracting 50 participants from 16 member economies, the event discussed how to draft
the 1st-cycle assessment report on the Daegu Initiative, which is scheduled to be submitted
to the APEC SME Ministerial Meeting in October.

The meeting, held during the 30th APEC SMEWG Meeting, also provided a venue for
member economies to present and discuss their self-assessment report of SME Innovation
Action Plans (IAPs).

Furthermore, it was noted that there is a need to focus on timely and relevant issues, as
innovation encompasses such a large scope. Based on the discussion and a survey, the
timeframe and areas of focus for the second cycle could be reduced to one or two years and
to one or two areas respectively.

To draw a success-leading evaluation from the first cycle of the Daegu Initiative,
participants shared the consensus that member economies should be active and positive in
pursuit of rich information, which can serve as guidelines and examples for other member
economies.

Korea Seeks "Green Initiative" for APEC SME Innovation
2010 APEC SME Innovation Seminar
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Focus

The Daegu Initiative, announced by the SME Working
Group during the SME Ministerial Meeting in 2005, aims
to create an economic and policy environment conducive
to SME innovation in the APEC region and to identify
cooperative measures based on voluntary reviews and the
sharing of policy experiences among member economies.

The Working Group may conduct the final review on
implementation results of SME innovation policies by
member economies in 2020. The Working Group may
choose to modify its list of areas and elements at the
beginning of each five-year cycle to better reflect the
changes in the economic environment.

Seven areas were selected for SME IAPs in the first cycle
of the Daegu Initiative. They are:

- Developing human resources and technology
through linkage between industry and educational
and research institutions

- Access to specialist assistance and advice
- Enhancing availability of capital to innovative SMEs
- Networking and clustering for innovative SMEs
- Establishing appropriate legal and regulatory
structures

- Establishing a market-consistent economic
environment

- Developing methodologies for effectively measuring
progress in the implementation of innovative
programs for SMEs

Conclusions and Recommendations

From the IAPs and self-assessment reports, it seems that
the member economies are emphasizing Developing
Human Resources and Technology through Linkage
between Industry and Educational and Research
Institutions; and Establishing Appropriate Legal and
Regulatory Structure. Member economies do not seem to
be developing policies for Enhancing Availability of
Capital to Innovative SMEs extensively.

Recommendation: The SMEWG should explore why
member economies are not focusing on policies to
enhance the availability of capital to innovative SMEs.

In general, based on the submission of IAPs, the
member economies can be divided into four groups: 1)
Economies which did not participate; 2) Economies
which have plans for the future, but have not fully

implemented relevant policies; 3) Economies which use
general SME policies to foster innovation; and 4)
Economies which have specific programs targeted to
innovative SMEs. However, given the lack of detail in the
IAPs, it is not clear whether utilizing general SME policies
is better or worse than policies tailored to innovative
SMEs in fostering innovation in SMEs.

Based on information in the IAPs, it seems that, while
most member economies do have policies which try to
directly or indirectly foster innovative SMEs, those plans
are not carried out in a coordinated and comprehensive
fashion. Uncoordinated policies may be less efficient than
comprehensive policies, as responsibilities and tools for
fostering innovative SMEs may be spread across various
agencies, and some areas may overlap, while other crucial
areas go unaddressed. 

Recommendation: For those member economies which
implement policies to directly or indirectly foster
innovative SMEs, the member economies should review
their existing and planned policies, and try to draft a
comprehensive overall plan to increase efficiency.

Historical Background

Oct. 2004 At the 11th SME
Ministerial Meeting in
Chile, Ministers
suggested “SME
Innovation” as the
theme of the 2005 SME Ministerial Meeting.

Dec. 2004 In order to turn discussion results of the SME
Ministerial Meeting into tangible outcomes,
Ministers decided to adopt the “Daegu
Initiative”(which contains specific action plans)
as an Annex to the “Joint Ministerial Statement.”

Sept. 2005 Action Plans for “Promoting Innovations of
SMEs”, which was the theme of the 12th APEC
SME Ministerial Meeting, were developed.
Ministers adopted the “Daegu Initiative on SME
Innovation Action Plan” resulting in the
establishment of APEC SME Innovation Center. 

Feb. 2006 APEC SME Innovation Center was established at
the Korea Technology and Information
Promotion Agency for SMEs(TIPA).

Jan. 2009 Management of the APEC SME Innovation
Center was transferred to the Small and medium
Business Corporation(SBC).

SME Innovation Center
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SMBA Pictorial

SMBA Administrator Gives
Special Lecture 

On June 8, SMBA Administrator Kim Dong-sun visited the Korea
Polytechnic III campus in Chuncheon City, Gangwon-do, and gave
a special lecture on the theme 'SMEs are Korea's Hope Engine,' 

In his lecture, Administrator Kim emphasized to the participating
faculty members and students that SMBA will implement national
support policies in order for SMEs to play a key role for the national
economy with innovation and variety in the rapidly changing
global technology competition.

Large & Small Biz Procurement
Discussion Session

Jointly with the Large & Small Business Cooperation Foundation
(BCF), SMBA held 'Large Enterprise-SME Procurement Discussion
Session' June 8~9 at KINTEX in Ilsan, Goyang City, Gyeonggi-do.

The session was organized to provide a venue for substantial
outcomes for large enterprises and SMEs aiming to support sales
channels of SMEs.  

SMBA Administrator Joins
Home Biz Succession Forum 

SMBA Administrator Kim Dong-sun attended the '2nd Home
Business Succession Forum' held on June 3 at the Novotel
Ambassador Hotel in Yeoksam-dong, Seoul, and gave a welcome
address. 

Citing DuPont, as an example Administrator Kim said, "The birth
of long-lived enterprises is not determined by external
requirements alone, and such enterprises are able to grow
continuously by successfully transforming themselves according to
environmental changes." He pointed out, "For the sustainable
growth of an enterprise, proper, transformation timing is necessary.
Now is the optimal time to succeed in home businesses." 
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SMBA Pictorial

Nationwide Regional SMBA
Administrators' Meeting  

The of Regional SMBA Administrators Nationwide Meeting was
held on June 8 at the Medium Conference Room of the Gangwon
Regional Small and Medium Business Administration with SMBA
Administrator Kim Dong-sun and regional SMBA administrators
participating.

The meeting, which is held alternately in different regions with
determination of a special theme each time, discusses ways for
regional SMBAs to form an SME policy-implementation network
and faithfully play a hub role as SME supporting organizations. 

SME Financing Support
Committee Meeting 

SMBA held the '2nd SME Financing Support Committee Meeting
for 2010' on June 3 at the Banker's Club of the Korea Federation of
Banks (KFB) with CEOs of SME-support organizations participating,
including SMBA Administrator Kim Dong-sun.

At the meeting, SMBA Administrator Kim reviewed the financial
situation trends of SMEs and the SME liquidity support plan for the
second half of this year, and asked the participating organizations
to provide SME loans as scheduled.

SMBA-KT Cooperation MOU
Targets Job Creation 

On June 10 at KT's head office in Seocho-dong, Seoul, SMBA
Administrator Kim Dong-Sun and KT Chairman Lee Suk-Chae
signed an MOU to jointly support job creation. Under the MOU,
SMBA and KT agreed to establish infrastructures for start-up of
youth-led and one-person creative enterprises, while keeping pace
with the dissemination of smartphones and rapid growth in
information & communication industries. As the information &
communication field, including development of diverse
applications, is a core competitive field  following the emergence of
smartphones and app stores, SMBA and KT decided to actively
move toward establishment of  infrastructures to induce youth
start-ups, cultivate one-person creative enterprises and create jobs. 
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Biz Start-up

Hosted by SMBA, the ''Small & Medium-size Venture
Start-up Contest 2010' was held June 24~26 at COEX Hall
B1 & B2 in Samseong-dong, Seoul, together with an
awards presentation ceremony. At the contest, the
'Portable Silent-Language Dialogue Interpreter' produced
by DeWorlder (Design World Better) received the most-
honored grand prix among 64 products selected as
excellent award-wining start-up items, 

This event is designed to identify preliminary business
starters, students, company employees, etc. who have
excellent technologies or ideas, accelerate
commercialization and create a start-up atmosphere in the
general society. In particular this year, SMBA newly
introduced the 'Product Design' category in order to
facilitate the start-up of knowledge service businesses and
also held a UCC Subscription Contest at the same time to
improve youth awareness of start-ups and stimulate the
start-up atmosphere. 

A total of 551 preliminary business starters and teams
from across the nation participated in the start-up contest.
After undergoing rigorous preliminary and main screening
procedures by region, 43 products in the general category,
six in the product design category and 12 in the start-up
challenging UCC category were selected.

These award-winners received SMBA Administrator's Prize
and supplementary prizes and also will have benefits, such
as support for participation in the Entrepreneur Festival,
Korea, and expenses required for start-up education to
accelerate commercialization, patent application,
technological evaluation, overseas start-up site tour, etc.   

In conjunction with its business related to support for
commercialization of ideas, cultivation of preliminary
technical business entrepreneurs and start-up consulting,
SMBA also plans to support commercialization of the
award-winning items.    

A related SMBA official said, "Through this Small &
Medium-size Venture Start-up Contest, SMBA plans to
make efforts to prepare a foothold to enable preliminary
business starters, students, company employees, etc. to
challenge for commercialization based on their creative
ideas and to form an atmosphere for creation of good-
quality start-ups easily."  

He added, "SMBA also intends to solidify this event into a
total start-up contest that integrates regional and university
start-up contests and expand it to match the global era
through exchanges with overseas start-up events."

'Small & Medium-size Venture Start-up
Contest' Held 
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Technology 

Ventures Get Results from Investment Roadshows

(Continued from p1)

Roadshows have contributed to the spread of a favorable
regional venture investment environment.

Also in the first half of this year, SMBA held three
roadshows  featuring programs such as IR presentation
sessions of promising enterprises by region, consulting on
investment inducement strategy and lectures on the
government's venture investment support polices and
corporate response measures for investment inducement.

About 10 venture capitalists and 100 regional SMEs
participated in each roadshow, showing high interest. The
three roadshows were held in Gwangju-Jeolla Sphere (Mar.
23, Gwangju Institute of Science & Technology); Busan-
Ulsan-Gyeongnam Sphere (Apr. 14, Busan BEXCO); and
Daegu-Gyeongbuk Sphere (May 13, Daegu-Gyeongbuk
SMBA).         

SMBA's Director for Venture Investment Kim Young-Tai
forecasted, "As 15 among 21 companies, which offered IR
sessions at the three roadshows held this year, are
proceeding with  follow-up investment discussions with
venture capitals, it will boost the supply of funds to SMEs
this year.

“Since venture capitals as well as regional SMEs are
expressing strong interest in identifying new investment
targets, SMBA plans to hold additional roadshows in the
second half of this year, in Chungbuk Sphere (Oct.) and
Gangwon Sphere (Nov.) following Daejeon-Chungnam
Sphere (July), while monitoring the success or failure in
investment inducement by these SMEs,” Director Kim
revealed.

Designed to identify cutting-edge new fusion &
convergence technology development tasks and support
creation of new growth engines for SMEs, SMBA plans to
open 'SME Technology Fusion & Convergence Support
Centers' in May this year.

On April 12, SMBA revealed its plan to designate one
center each in five spheres, Gyeongin, Jungbu, Honam,
Daegyeong and Dongnam, and actively utilize them to
support SMEs. 

Targets of the centers are universities, research institutes
and SME support organizations that have been carrying
out identification of fusion & convergence-related tasks
and development businesses independently. 

SMBA plans to organize fusion & convergence
cooperation bodies in the forms of industry-industry-
academia and industry-industry-research institute
cooperation and assign  the bodies to suggest one fusion &
convergence technology task  per body. With a total

budget of one billion won for this year, SMBA intends to
make available 18 million won for each task selected
through screening. 

Those universities, research institutes and SME support
organizations and institutions hoping to support SME
fusion & convergence technologies are required to prepare
business plans and file applications with SMBA's Industry-
Academia-Research Institute Common Technology
Development Management System (sanhak.smba.go.kr).

SME Tech Fusion & Convergence
Support Centers to  Open in May 
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Finance

As a result of a recent survey of 1,132 SMEs, 86% of the total responded that they are
experiencing a financial situation similar to or even worse than last year, indicating that SME
financial difficulties are still serious. 

Under such circumstances, SMBA and SBC (Small & medium Business Corporation) revealed
a plan to issue ABS (Asset-Backed Securities) for SMEs on a 100 billion won scale to support the
supply of funds for SMEs having difficulties in issuing corporate bonds based on their own
credit.

It is, in fact, difficult for SMEs to have access to funds through direct financing, including
issuance of corporate bonds. The rate of direct financing for SMEs in 2009 remained at an
insignificant level of about 2.9% of total fund supply.  

To diversify fund supply channels and activate direct financing for SMEs, SMBA plans to issue
the 100 billion won-scale ABS at a comparatively low issue interest rate through SBC's
reinforcement of credit for senior bonds and reception of junior bonds. 

SPCs (Special Purchase Companies) will purchase all the corporate bonds issued by SMEs,
whose credit ratings are low, and issue ABS based on the purchased bonds.

ABS will be issued this time on a no-collateral, no-guarantee basis for SMEs that have
difficulties in issuing corporate bonds with their own credit, although their technological and
business viability is excellent. 

Support ceilings, differing according to the credit level of individual companies, will be a
maximum of seven billion won with  the repayment method of partial repayments ûà in three
to five years. Different support interest rates will be applied automatically in accordance with
corporate credit ratings.

Especially this year, SMBA plans to strengthen its support for SMEs having high growth
potential, with priority on export enterprises and those engaged in green, new growth fields.
SMBA has also diversified the issuance structure, lowering issue interest rates if participating
enterprises take over junior bonds voluntarily.  

In the 2000~2009 period, SMBA issued ABS amounting to a total of about 2.27 trillion won
for 1,053 SMEs and helped  SMEs secure funds on a large scale in the long term without
guarantee.

100 Billion-won ABS for SMEs to Be Issued 
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Success Story

SMBA and the Korea Federation of Small and Medium Business (Kbiz) selected CEO Hwang
Gwang-Ho, 56, of Sunglim PS Co., Ltd. as the 'Proud SME Entrepreneur of May 2010.' 

CEO Hwang established Sunglim PS in 1996 and has built more than 400 self-driving-type
parking facilities appropriate for hotels, department stores, large-scale marts, schools, airports,
public organizations, etc. where customer and traffic volumes are high.

Sunglim PS also had made inroads into niche markets with creation of blue ocean through
incessant R&D despite the global economic stagnation. Based on its experience in the
establishment of EPC systems for large enterprises, Sunglim grew into Korea's top enterprise
specializing in self-driving-type parking buildings, while also receiving recognition of its
techological prowess also from abroad.

Of particular note, Sunglim PS is an enterprise securing a total of 13 technologies, including
story height-reducing type composite slab structure and long span structural process, and no-
noise and no-vibration flooring materials for which it has acquired functional certifications.       

In the six months after its overseas advance in 2008, Sunglim won a project for 'Special Steel
Structures of the 50-Story Crystal Tower Project' in Shark region in which Kuwait's Bu-Khamsin
Group invested a total of US$100 million to construct the 50-story tower. 

Sunglim also won and is executing about 121 billion won worth of overseas projects, such as
the parking management project for Qatar's Ministry of Transportation, Kuwait's international
airport parking lots and a parking building for Saudi Arabia's Ministry of Transportation.
Sunglim also concluded an MOU with Gasos of Binhamuda Group in Abu Dhabi to build
petrochemical plants on a joint-venture basis, thereby preparing a bridgehead for advance into
the Middle East region.

Under the catch-phrase, 'there is no global
strength without source technologies' and while
observing the principle to reinvest 7% of annual
revenues in technology development, Sunglim
took up the development of 'Parking Building-use
Optimum Complex Structural System' jointly with
the Korea Institute of Construction Technology
(KICT) and plans to commercialize it in November
this year. 

Turning also to a future growth engine industry,
'Eco Project,' meanwhile, Sunglim is making
technology investments jointly with the Korea
Institute of Industrial Technology (KITECH) in the
development of 'Energy Saving-type Clean Room'

(Continued on p10)

'Proud SME Entrepreneur of the
Month' for May 2010 Selected 
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Success Story

On June 1, SMBA and SBC revealed that through
cooperation from the Ministry of Justice (MOJ) the two
organizations had significantly simplified the invitation
procedures for foreigners, including foreign buyers,
required by promising SMEs in the trade field.      

If promising SMEs that have received recommendations
from related organizations, SMBA, etc., register with the
MOJ's HuNet Korea (Visa nomination & Online Visa-
application system) as a  'preferential-treatment enterprise,'
they can benefit from the simplified  procedures. 

SMBA, SBC, etc. have thus far recommended 121
promising SMEs in the trade field to MOJ and these SMEs
were recently registered as preferential-treatment
enterprises for foreigner invitation procedures. 

The measure is expected to be very beneficial to the
international business activities of the promising SMEs by
relieving them of the burden associated with complex
foreigner invitation procedures.      

To invite foreigners, SMEs registered as preferential-
treatment enterprises can obtain certificates of admission
for visa issuance by just submitting invitation letters and
employment certificates of the relevant foreigners to
competent Korea immigration offices. And if SMEs submit
the issued certificates of admission to overseas Korean
missions, the invited foreigners can obtain visas without a
separate examination.

As overseas Korean missions and immigration offices are
sharing information on the issuance of admission
certificates through an online system, visas can be issued

substantially once  the admission certificate numbers are
submitted to overseas Korean missions.         

In general, when C-2 visa applications are filed by
enterprises to invite foreign buyers, there are different
requirements among overseas missions, so a maximum of
seven to eight kinds of evidence documents containing
enterprise and personal information have to be submitted.
But under the new measure, registered enterprises will be
able to invite foreigners conveniently with submission of
only two kinds of documents. 

The criteria for selection of preferential-treatment
enterprises require SMEs to have over US$1 million in
annual export amount, extend invitations to foreign buyers
more than twice a year or the number of invitees exceeds
10, and have no violation of the Immigration Control Act
in the past two years. 

Jointly with MOJ, SMBA and SBC plan to analyze the
future implementation results and address areas for system
improvement, including selection requirements and
registration procedures, and select additional preferential-
treatment enterprises in the second half of this year.

and 'Manufacturing Plant Greenization Technologies.' 

Resulting in the Sunglim of today, CEO Hwang's
pioneering spirit and insight into the 'changes in the
market,' 'management philosophy for talents,' 'thorough
services,' etc. have been one step ahead of competitors. 

CEO Hwang expressed his ambition to grow Sunglim
into a global enterprise receiving recognition from abroad
as well as in Korea after achievement of 300 billion won in
sales with realization of 100 billion won in sales in 2013 as
a start, and to create a 'Global Brand' of a small but strong
enterprise, Sunglim. 

SMEs' Foreigner Invitation Procedures
Simplified

'Proud SME Entrepreneur of the Month' for May 2010 Selected 

(Continued from p9)



The number of newly established corporations in April this year increased for the 11th
consecutive month.

According to the 'Trends of Newly Established Corporations in April 2010' announced
by SMBA on May 26, the number of newly established corporations in April this year
reached 5,508, an increase of 9.3% (470) from April 2009. This result means  that the
number increased for the 11th consecutive month since June last year.  

The cumulative total of newly established corporations in the January-April period this
year, in particular, exceeded the January-April cumulative total average of 18,373 by
over 15% (2,790). 2010 is also the first year since 2005 when the number of newly
established corporations in the four-month period surpassed 20,000.

By business type, manufacturing businesses,
construction businesses and service businesses
continuously increased for 15 months, 12
months and nine months, respectively, year-on-
year.   In terms of region, increases were
witnessed in all provinces and cities, except for
Jeonnam, Jeonbuk, Daegu and Gyeongnam. The
ratio of newly established corporations in the
capital area also grew 2.1 percentage points
from April last year to 92.2%.

By age, the number of newly established
corporations rose in all age groups except for
those over 60. The number of  corporations
newly established particularly by those below 30
years old jumped 48.1% (102) to 314 from 212 in April last year.

In terms of capital scale, newly established corporations with over 100 million ~ less
than 500 million won in capital and those of over five billion won decreased 6.6% and
36.4%, respectively, but the  number of corporations in all other capital-scale categories
posted increases. It was noteworthy that start-ups of small-sized businesses with capital
less than 100 million won increased more than those with capital with over 100 million
won for the third consecutive month since February this year. Start-ups with less than
50 million won in capitals also showed a steady increase trend. 

SMBA Administrator Kim Dong-Sun said, "Small-scale start-ups are increasing in
expectation of economic recovery in addition to the effects of the abolition of the
minimum start-up capital system, which was implemented for the first time at the end
of May last year, occurring in full swing." 
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Industry Landscape

Newly Established Corporations Up for
11th Consecutive Month  

Monthly Trends of Newly-Established Corporations

09.4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 10.1 2 3 4
No. of Newly-
Established 5,038 4,029 5,393 5,501 4,567 5,193 4,540 4,690 5,424 5,335 4,668 5,652 5,508
Corporations
Year-on-Year 
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’10 Korean SME Pavilion Program at O’seas Exhibitions
(June-September)

No. Name Date Place Managed by
1 CTT MOSCOW 2010 10.06.01~10.06.05 Moskva, Russia Korea Construction Equipment 

Manufacturers Association
2 BWME 2010 10.06.01~10.06.03 Dubai, Arab Emirates Korea Cosmetic Industry Cooperative
3 MTA Vietnam2010 10.06.06~10.06.09 Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam Korea Association of Machinery Industry
4 SINO DENTAL 2010 10.06.09~10.06.12 Beijing, China Korean Dental Trade Association
5 KMCM 2010 10.06.09~10.06.11 Los Angeles, USA Korea Trade-Investment Promotion Agency
6 Interop Tokyo 10.06.09~10.06.11 Tokyo, Japan The Federation of Korea Information Industries
7 BCA 10.06.13~10.06.19 Singapore, Singapore Korea Digtal Convergence Association
8 CIMES 2010 10.06.14~10.06.18 Beijing, China Korea Tools Industry Cooperative
9 M-Tech 2010 10.06.23~10.06.25 Tokyo, Japan Korea Federation of Fasteners Industry Cooperatives
10 Renewable Energy 2010 10.06.30~10.07.02 Yokohama, Japan Korea International Trade Association
11 Hong Kong Fashion Week for 10.07.05~10.07.08 Hong Kong, China Korea Women Enterpreneurs Association

Spring/Summer
12 ISOT 2010 10.07.07~10.07.09 Tokyo, Japan Korea Stationery Industry Cooperative
13 Intertextile Pavilion 2010 Shenzhen 10.07.08~10.07.10 Shenzhen, China Korea Federation of Textile Industries
14 TF2010 10.07.21~10.07.23 Tokyo, Japan Korea measuring Instruments Research Association
15 JA NY Summer Show 2010 10.07.25~10.07.28 New York, USA Korea International Trade Association
16 AFSE 2010 10.07.27~10.07.29 Miami, USA Korea CCTV Industry Cooperative
17 Sourcing @MAGIC '10 F/W 10.08.30~10.09.01 Las Vegas, USA Korea Fashion Textile Association
18 All China Leather Exhibition 10.09.01~10.09.03 Shanghai, China Korea Tanner's Association
19 2010 F/W MUNICH FABRIC START 10.09.01~10.09.03 Munich, Germany Korea Textile Trade Association
20 China Jilin Northeast Asia 10.09.02~10.09.06 Jilin, China Korea Foods Industry Association

Investment and Trade Expo
21 IFA 2010 10.09.03~10.09.08 Berlin, Germany Korea Electronics Association
22 Pret-A-Porter Paris 10.09.03~10.09.06 Paris, France Korea Fashion Association
23 China International Optoelectronics Expo 10.09.04~10.09.06 Shenzhen, China Green LED R&D Association of Korea
24 International Instrumentation 10.09.06~10.09.09 Shanghai, China Korea measuring Instruments 

Control Automation Fair Research Association
25 Hong Kong Watch & Clock Fair 10.09.06~10.09.10 Hong Kong, China Korea Watch & Clock Industry Cooperative
26 IBC 2010 10.09.10~10.09.14 Amsterdam, Netherlands Korea Digtal Convergence Association
27 International Iran Plast Exhibition 10.09.10~10.09.14 Teheran, Iran Korea Plastics Processing Machine Industry Cooperative
28 Beauty Cosmetics 2010 Paris 10.09.12~10.09.15 Paris, France Korea Cosmetic Industry Cooperative

International Exposition
29 IFAT. German Environment Expo 10.09.13~10.09.17 Munich, Germany Korea Environmental Industry and Technology Institute
30 2010 F/W PREMIERE VISION 10.09.14~10.09.17 Paris, France Korea Textile Trade Association
31 OS +H Asia 2010 10.09.15~10.09.17 Singapore, Singapore Korea Medical Devices Industrial Coop. Association

Trade Calendar
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